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davinci resolve 8 updates the editors system to a new 64bit architecture, adds new features and a more efficient workflow, and is also fully 64bit compatible. the new davinci resolve 8 editor includes advanced color grading and encoding features including multi-camera color grading, traditional grading workflows, and more. davinci resolve 8 comes with the new blackmagic resolve online workflow allowing you to share large files in real time with multiple editors and the latest broadcast editor tools. davinci resolve 8 is also the first software to feature a built-in color grading and encoding engine. davinci resolve 8 also includes resolvefx and houdini fx tools that allow you to create and animate your own tools on the timeline. davinci resolve 8 includes support for apple prores raw and apple prores lt raw. learn more davinci resolve is the worlds first professional non-linear
editing and color grading software that includes a built-in workflow and media management tool. it lets you work in parallel with up to 10 editors in real time and on the same project. davinci resolve includes a new proxy generator tool that allows you to create proxies automatically for faster workflow and improves speed and quality. you can relink original media and proxies in a single click! davinci resolve also comes with a revolutionary new system for color management and a system wide focus on video quality for visual effects, audio and data. davinci resolve also offers greater flexibility with the use of multi-track proxies. davinci resolve allows you to work with up to 10 editors in real time and on the same project. davinci resolve 8 includes a revolutionary new color grading system that allows you to grade multi-camera material in real time using multiple camera and

keying systems. davinci resolve also includes the new broadcast editor tools and features, allowing you to share large files in real time with multiple editors and the latest blackmagic resolve online workflow. davinci resolve also includes a revolutionary new color grading engine that allows you to grade multi-camera hd and high dynamic range (hdr) material in real time and in a wide range of output formats. learn more
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the best creative tools shouldnt be limited to hollywood. thats why theres afree version of davinci resolve, so you can learn how to use the same tools that professional hollywood artists use. davinci resolve is designed to inspire creativity so you can focus on doing your best work. once you learn the software and start using it for more work, you can
purchase davinci resolve studio which adds tons of additional effects, 3d andmore. adding an editor keyboard, color control panel, or audio console lets you work even faster because you can use both hands at the same time, allowing you to be more creative and do things that are impossible with amouse! davinci resolve is the only solution that lets
you grow and build your own multi user post production studio! the newly redesigned project libraries are built for real time local and remote collaboration. while the new blackmagic cloud lets you host and access your projects from anywhere in the world. now you can collaborate with editors, colorists, visual effects artists, and sound engineers all

working together at the same time. best of all, you no longer have to import and export files, translate projects, lose work, or conform and manage changes. all the files you download and store on your hard drive are protected by a free end user license agreement (eula). this allows you to use the files on your own computer only. when you download
any of the esf blackmagic training products, the training license agreement (tla) accompanies the files you download. the tla governs the legal rights that esf gives you to the software, including the rights to use, modify and share the software and data you create. clicking "i agree" will be the default action, and will not require further action from you.
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